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Extracurricular activities have becor» an accepted part of the
American scene in education. This has con* about both because of, and
in spits of pressures. These activities have been allowed, fostered,
organised, praised, exploited, condemned, and utilised at various times.
Although it cannot be said that activity programs began at such an
early date, the beginning of extracurricular activities can be traced
back to 18U1. In that year ths first Dsbate Club was formed at Exeter
Academy. This was followed in 1857 by the founding of a similar club
at Worchsster, Massachusetts High School. A Dramatics Club was formed
at ths Hartford, Connecticut High School in 1859 and the first high
school football gsme was played that sane year at Exeter. (6, p. 23}
Frederick (6, p. ZL) tells us that extracurricular activities went
through four periods*
Xm Period of suppression * should bs exterminated
2. Period of toleration - should be excused
3* Period of capitalisation * should be extolled
U. Period of exploitation
The first book on extracurricular activities was probably published
In 1909* (6, p. 2k) The really rapid growth of activities programs has
eons since 1920. The pioneer text in this area was written by Elbert I.
Fretwell of Columbia University in 1931* It wee entitled Extracurricular
Activities in Secondary Schools. His main contention wae that activities
should grow out of ths work of the classroom, then return to enrich ths
work of the classroom.
Problem
Extracurricular activitiet may be viewed at good, bad, or indiffer-
ent. Tha value plaoad upon them dapanda upon the attitude of the viewer,
the type of organisation, the type of activity, end tha type of leader-
ship.
In order to be truly effective, the activities must be organised
into some tort of program that hat consistency and continuity. In 1929,
Jobs W. Jerrott, the principal of Liberty Junior High School, Hutchinson,
Kansas, wrote of an organised activity program in that school. The
writer it at pretent associated with the activity program of that same
school.
what changes have taken pleat in that 3k years since 1929 that
would affect an activity program? Questions concerning these ohanget
might be stated in four areas
t
1. mat the literature in the field of activities changed in view-
points?
2. Hat the comcunity changed?
3* Hat the school itself changed?
it. Hat the program changed?
to these questions were sought in the following wayat
1* A review of recent literature on the subject of extracurricular
activities and the activity program.
2. A aompariton of recent opinions with same ttateaente found by
3Jarrott in 1929.
3* A compariaon of the facta concerning the school and community
from 1929 to 1963*
U. A deecrlption of the preeent activity program compared with the
description by Jarrott in 1929.
VTOFOIHTS IV LITERATURE
Definition of Activity Program
The activity prograa goea by nany names. There has been and will
continue to be disagreement over the name because of disagreement over
ite purposes and functions. They have been variously called extra-
curricular activities, eo-curricular activities, extraclasa activities,
out-of-claas aotivitiea, and other. (7)(16)(20)(22) Rivlin, however,
feels that the name is important.
When we refer these days to the many student activities at
a aecondary achool as being oocurricular rather than extra-
curricular, we are doing mors than substituting a newer expression
for a more familiar one. The change in terminology emphasises the
elevation of these activities to ths status of full partner in the
educative proceas. (19, p. 31*6)
Extracurricular has been attached to these activities for so long
that it beooaea difficult to change. The nature of the activities also
complicates change. At times, the change is not desired. "The tendency,
however, has been for an activity, once it is labeled extracurricular,
to continue to be eo designated even though It may be very difficult to
diatinguiah between it and a curricular activity." (h, p. 285) "The
point la that our achool people atill aee the activities program as
dispensable sod '•act**'. The point is further that students and
parents will go to extraordinary lengths to defend and retain these
dispensable activities." (30, p. 309)
The activity program Is becoming more important to more people*
It la becoming so important that it no longer is considered "extra" and
so the nans has been and is being changed.
In their early development, "extracurricular activities1* vers
considered incidental* in fact a dilution of the legitimate
business of educational institutions. With the growth of leisure
in American and Its attendant problems* educators and social workers
and parents of high school youth came to the realisation that
dances* hobby clubs* dramatics, athletics, and sports vers not,
in fact, extra, but an Important part of the total education of
young people. (6, p, h)
The many and varied phases of school life which come to-
gether under the general heading of "activities" have become so
many and so all-embracing that it is often difficult to determine
idiat belongs to the classroom and shat belongs to the so-called
"activities.* Possibly this is a good thing, as cany believe
that any activity which is worthwhile should in some way stem
from the classroom. (23, p. 167)
have suggested that the entire concept of extracurricular
be discarded. (Ii)(5)(l6) This is said to be feasible because of our
changing attitudes toward activities of all kinds. "Now that the
curriculum is defined as including sll experiences under the direction
of tte school, there can, strictly speaking, be no extracurricular
wndertaklnga." (17, p. 331) In fact, Hamm (33) goes so far as to sag*
gest that foreign language club activities might replace regular
curricular offerings at the junior high level. This is not such a
radical suggestion but is merely a proposal to use an activity type of
tconning approach to foreign language with younger students.
5Jarrott's definition of an activity program states* "Extra-
curricular ectivitips arc those legitimate activities not provided for
lis the curriculum." (£3, P* k) Ha further states* "If any activity
can show that it advances one or more of the [seven cardinal] principles
(of secondary education), then it has a place in the school life, but
until such is the case, that activity must be kept out*" (53, p. 5)
Jarrott has suggested other names to replace the nana extra-
curricular. Two of these are "allied activities" and "collateral
activities."
listing of Activities
To write down a list of all activities that could possibly be
inserted in a program would be unnecessary* Every school must adjust
its program to its local needs and interests. The actual activities
may be put into broad categories. Two such lists follow.
There should be, for example* a fully developed program of
extraclass experiences with activities systematically scheduled
within the school day and with adequate provision for teacher
sponsorship. These experiences involve such semi-classroom
areas as assemblies, homeroom, library, special-interest dubs*
and civic associations* (8, p* 51)
1* Pupil participation in school government
z* Homerooms
3* The school assembly
h. School publications
5* Music activities
6* Dramatic and speech activities
7* Social life and activities
8* Physical activities for boys
9* Physical activities for girls
10* School clubs (17, p. 332)
In making decisions as to what activities to include la a program,
6the standard is the good of the students.
There is only one valid criteria [pie] for the selection and
organisation ot socially sad educationally acceptable extracurricu-
lar activities* This criteria QsticJ is the interests and desires
of the student body* School activities are* with apologies to Mr*
Lincoln* of the student* by the student, and for the student*
(29 p. 101)
FUrposes of Program
In 1929, Jarrott (53) reviewed the literature dealing with the
purposes and values of an activity program for the junior high school*
In comparing the activity program of 1963 with the program of 1929 is
the same school* it would be well to review his findings in the liters*
ture of his time*
Jarrott speaks of an article by Fretwell in a 1?26 copy of School
and Socioty and mentions five guide linos for setting up an activity
within a school* These aret
1* The £roup must have a purposeful objective.
2* It must be democratic •
3* It must bs voluntary*
h« There must be a need for the activity*
5* It nust have a director*
KdCown Is said to have compiled the following list of guiding
principles
t
1* The student is a citlsen of the school and as a dtisen* he has
rights end privileges as well as the duties and obligations*
2* The school must have s constructive program*
3* Extra-curricular activities should motivate the regular work of
7the SjBhoci.
km These activities should be given school tice.
5* The entire school should participate (but on a democratic
ba«ls)*
6. These activities should be included in the regular program of
7* The teacher-sponsor should be an advisor and not a nominator. (S3)
Jarrott listed what he felt the activity program can do to supply
the needs and interests of youth*
1* Help care for the gang instinct*
2* Give training not comraon to the three B's*
3* Qive training in the right use of leisure*
u* Care for the unsocial pupil*
5* Give sons vocational training*
6* Counter tffeot tt-e work of secret societies*
7* Develop attitudes and ideals* (53, pp* 17-33)
He has also compiled a list of principles governing the setting
up of an activity program.
The first essential principle which is found in all require-
sents is that the clubs of activities oust oaks a contribution to
further the seven cardinal principles of education* • • .The
second is that they must have a purposeful objective. • • .The
third principle would be that the club must be democratic. • • •
The fourth essential principle is that membership in any olub
must be on a voluntary basis* • • *The fifth principle is that
there must be a need for the club and that the olub most bo
built upon the needs of adolescent youth* • • .The sixth prin-
ciple is that there must be a director for the club* • • »
The last principle Is that the group should most on school
time* (53, pp. 16-17)
A review of present day literature reveals much the same thinking
concerning the aims and purposes of an activity program. Most authors
agree that the activity program can and does meet the needs of
pupils at the junior high and high school level*
The school people in junior and senior high schools should
only cocurricular activities that wet important needs of
people, promote meaningful learning, and encourage demo-
cratic practices* Consequently, responsible leadership of co-
curricular activities night well include the following factors
t
1. Participation is both encouraged and controlled.
2. Participation is inexpensive and takes place mostly during
school hours,
3. Self-direction and group control are encouraged.
U* Sehool-coaminity relations are improved.
5* Sponsorship should bo counted as part of the teaching load.
(10, p. 1*52)
It sometimes is hard to separate I child* s needs and interests.
Perhaps It is not necessary to do so. In satisfying a child* a needs,
an activity program many tir»s does so by considering his interests,
Consnt tells us thet activities "... are intended to broaden a pupil's
program, t© develop Ms interests and talents, to give opportunities for
leadership, and to contribute to his growth as a member of a social
group.'1 (5» p. 27)
Burrup feels that Interest is the r»st important censideration in
setting up a program.
The activity program should provide, insofar es possible for
the varying interests of all students. If the activities are con-
tributing to the overall education of the students - there is no
other legitimate reason for *heir existence - they should be pro-
vided for ell and not just for those who can afford to pay for
the* or who are "activity-winded." (3, p. 29it)
Why is an activity program really needed? It serves different
purposes for different group* of students. It serves aa an outlet for
students. "The student body Itself is a veritable time-bomb of un-
limited energy waiting to be guided so that ineffective or detrimental
explosion nay be avoided." (1*3, p. ?9) It serves to emphasize value*
obtainable frcr school other than scholastic. "Jlrst lot It be noted
9that we spend too little tiae In school teaching how to live, while we
ere absorbed in teaching how to nako a living." (32, p. 21ii)
Oreen (31, p. 21h) speaks of the importance of an activity pro-
gran to the mentally retarded, mentioning how they may exeell in sons
extra-curricttlar activities where they could never hope to in the regu-
lar class work. This is possible only through the help of understand-
leg sponsors and students, however.
On the other hand, activities nay be used to stimulate the child
who shows outstanding ability. (38) "Potentially, these clubs con-
stitute effective and important media for reaching and aiding the
exceptionally gifted child whose full development in a system of mass
education la an Increasingly crucial and difficult problem. " (12, p. 213)
tome amy that the activity program is for relaxation arid enjoy-
ment but others argue that it must havs elms other than enjoyment.
Moore states t "If the student activities program succeeds in provid-
ing nothing more than fun and diversion from the academic grind, it
probably has justified its existence." (15, p. 212) On the other hand,
Stoops and Bafferty write, "Every activity should beget civic, social,
moral, and other worthwhile values for the persons participating in it.
Purely leisure time enjoyment is not enough." (20, p. 313)
What should be the real purpose of an activity progxen? Most
writers agree that the real purpose la to help develop the whole child.
Through extraclass activities pupils have abundant social experiences
with democracy in action. Fxtraclaes activities make possible s
realistic ano concrete approach that is not readily duplicated in
10
regular course work." (17, p. 206)
The "Feds and Frills" shouters maintain that extracurricular
activities take time and attention Which could be devoted to
better advantage on the "disciplines." To then the wain educa-
tional goal la scholarship! tc t x ;e more enlightened, the main
educational goal Is good eitlsenshlp because a community la com-
posed of good dtixena, not good scholars. (l;2, p. 3T2)
Frederick states that a properly managed activity program will
contribute to the total educative experience by ". • . ^reinforcing
elaaaroon learning, 2) supplemcnti.-;; formal studies In the required
and elective curriculum, 3) aiding total life adjustment, fc) inte-
grating learning, and 5) democratising school and taerlccn life." (6, p. 55)
The following quotation sums ep quite well the purposes of an
activity program.
Seldom doae the utilisation of guiding principles in admin-
istration show to greater advantage than in the area of extra-
class activities* These learning experiences should be based on
principles ae broad as, and directly related to, those serving
ss the foundation of the program of studies, Below ore principles
which have been found effective in secondary schoolst
1. Democracy of opportunity should be emphasised.
2. The activities should be directly related to class work.
3. Tl e r etivities should be related to figure as well as
present daily living*
lu Intrinsic values should have priority over tangible
5» WeU-rounded developuert of pupil personality shosld be
given primary consideration. (8, p, 110)
Special Problems
Participation. The problem of participation in activities is a
bothersome one in many schools. The questions that arise concerning
participation center mainly around the requirements for participation
and whether a student should be required to participate.
Frederick lists dome principles concerning activities which dec!
with participation?
1* mo pupil should be exoludedfrcw an activity because of a
schedule difficulty*
2. Ho pupil should be denied the chance to participate in an
activity because of an accident of residence or family circumstance.
3* Eaployaant and transportation necessities should not liadt
participation. (6, p. 2lil)
Roqnliemsi ta for participation are urged by some. McCoy (13, p. 21*6)
says that attainment of certain scholastic standards is a necessity be*
fore participation is allowed. Others feel just toe opposite. («)(l*6)($l)
"There is no more reason for debarring a student from athletic partici-
pation because of low marks in a foreign language then there is for ex-
eluding him from the study of a foreign language because he cannot make
a varsity athletic team.* (6, p. 279)
Participation probably should be on a voluntary basis. Handwork
(3b* p. 13) suggests that provision be made Ibr all to participate, but
that participation not be required. Redlands, California Junior High
School has everyone in an interest activity by making them elective
courses. A student has a great number of choices but is required to
participate in four activities s year* (U$, p. 277) St. Paul. Minne-
sota required all junior high students to participate in an interest
club* (hi, p. 1*97) Where participation is not required* Perdew (16* p. 300)
feels that the amount of participation depends upon horns environment
and parent pressure.
• One reason for lack of participation in activities is
finance. This my be a financial problem for the participant or a
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dislike for the methods of fi~ the activities. A survey taken In
Illinois an<* reported by Reinhardt shewed that • •
. . .
well-to-do pupils participated in pro?>ertions cue-third
in excess of their relative numbers in the atuoent body population.
Poorer children participated in proportion about hP percent smeller
than their relative numbers indicate should haw been the case.
(It, p. Iit7)
Student citisenship la still being determined by the criterion
of whether or not he buya an activity card, a student body card,
or something else. Athletic contents are atill public epcetaclee
far idiich adaiasion ia charged - and the situation is getting
worse* iioys and &irln are still being put oat te sell tickets
for entortainsmats and worthless advertising for school yearbooks
as well as to collect rags, paper, bones, scrap natal, and eds-
osUaneous junk. All of these Means, and several acre equally
bed or worse, are beir^ used to raise money to finance the student
ectivity program. (51, pp. 20U-205)
The question of cost to the student and the method of financing
a program is one that has a slraple answer but not a simple solution.
Inclusion in the school budget is the answer but this is not always
l. a*(6)<10>
Ons solution is based on the argument that the activities
are as much a part of the educational process as the teaching of
"solid* subjects (mathematics, English, history) and have, there-
fore, a right te their ahare of the tax money.
Those proposing this solution are saying: If education is
truly "free* then student body fees should be eliminated* The
theory is accepted by most people but in actual practice it is
not possible except ia Isolated instances. (50, p. laU
it up quite well when he says, "If the activity is
not worth the cost of its sporasorebip, it should be eliminated from
the program of toe school. 1' O, p. 203)
Jarrott was wiahing for better financial support for the activity
program when he wrote i "If the public aoney could be used to finance
the extracurricular activities of a school, then the principal and
of activities would have p. far easier time than at present."
(53 > ?• 3U) Ha felt that if the local school board would incorporate
the activity program into the budget it weald accomplish two purposes t
"1) The results wo: Id be more tangible and worthwhile as the spmdinf of
publio monoy for activities would raw.lt in the public demanding mora
and batter results* 2) The activities would be given a acre dignified
place in school life and would not be a side show only." (53* p« hX)
Time * when to schedule activities it a problem in many schools.
Opinions vary as to whether they should be on school time. Some authors
(3) (5) (37) (51) feel that at least part of the activities should be
scheduled during the school day. Chamberlain states that "extracurricu-
lar activities should be included In the dally schedule of the school*"
(h, p» 300) This view is not shared by all* Karner (37, p* 282)
feels the t school time may be used if scheduling does not interfere
with regular classwork* Conent (5, p« 2?) and Mood (51, p* 20U) think
that some activities need to be before and after school on the student's
The value and importance placed open the activity influences some
administrators to schedule them at various times* "Educators who feel
that euch activities are less imj*>rtant aa formal educational elenents
insist that they take place during non-school hours." (21* p* J 31)
;• Bortner reminds us that good teaching in the classroom
is the basis of good pupil-ter.cher relatione but "one of the best
approaches to the building of good pupil morale is an effective extra-
aclass a-stitrities program." (2, p. 22) Whenever Uacber-pupil rel&tion*
ships end the MUfUgi ..ro^a* art spoken of, the problem of proper
sponsorship wises.
As to whether apensoru are needed, iiunt and Pierce state, nIi is
not necessary, furthermore, that there be a sponsor for each club}
pupils rather than sponsors should be the main planners and leaders."
(8, p. HI) If sponsors are thought of only in terns of planning and
leading, this May have sow merit. However, this opinion is in the
minority, host eeea to feel that sponsors are important. (3)(26) (52)
"Mo sane teacher or administrator would allow unsupervised students
to set up and teach an academic course. Nor would he allow unsuper-
vised etuoents to set up and handle an extracurricular activity."
(UO, p. 226)
Mot only is supervision important but syjnpathstic sponsorship
increases the effectiveness of the program. "It needs the advocacy
of teachers who understand that participation in activities can help
pupils develop pride in the school, a necessary sense of belonging,
and a closer relationship with the faculty. " (2, p. 23) Mot only is
syapathy and understanding necessary but also training. (lh)(26)($2)
To be truly successful as a sponsor of an activity, the teacher
should keep three principles in mind in their conception of the role
of a sponsor.
First, they should airman the educational objectives of the
particular activities for which they are responsible, making
sure that the objectives are clearly fixed in the minds of the
pupil perticipanta and, incidentally, their parents. Second,
they should see to it t.i-at the plans, programs, projects, and
IS
t&stics pertinent to the activities jrov, insofcr as possible, out
of pupil interests and thinking. Third, they should mke certain
that las activities are operated in a democratic fashion, keeping
always in mind that they are pupil activities. (2, p. 23)
Values* Several authors speak of the possible values tuat an
activity program nay have If properly administered. Chamberlain (It, p. 256)
lists fifteen* ~erc:i (39* p. 1C) ueuJLona nine* end idvlln (19* PP« 3i*7-
31)2) has a Hat of eight, iiortenaen (lu) Mentions that it fosters the
use of the library. "Modem educators generally recognize the educa-
tional value of club and athletic activities. It would be difficult
today to find any school that does not sake some provision for theft.*
(21* p. 331)
A good discussion of what a well-emnaged aotlvity program can do
is given by 7an £>elen.
Club and group activities can channel spontaneous student
interest into directions that contribute to their healthful
development. Pupils who participate in group activities broeden
their general and particular interests and understanding* and
frequently Increase their fields of knowledge* The younger
members of these organisations aro able to satisfy in a con-
structive manner their growing natural desire to associate with
owners of the opposite sex* to develop new friendships, to
demonstrate and Improve skills of one sort or another, md to
experience group recognition and acceptance. All this plus
their enjoyment of the activity involved* helps well-rounded
personality development. (21* p. 330)
On thie same subject Faunce outs It simply. "It appears to die
writer that the most significant of these achievements of the activity
program may be the Increased Involvement of students In planning*
executing and evaluating their own activities. 1' (30* p. 310)
Perhaps one of the greatest values derived from an activity program
is the personal satisfaction received from and tlie importance attached
16
to participaticitt oy the students, themselves.
Ihe Aoet lasting mtmories of school <iays * the most vivid
oms • ere usually of participation in student Activities. While
still etutientt;, young people continually testify in behalf of
student activities by the hours of voluntary work which they
gladly ftlvs to then* by the imagination and initiative they ois«
play in their projects, and by the degree to which their class*
roan enthusiasm ic excelk-.U by their uxtra-class sntixisiasK*
(22, p. U13)
Jarrott (53) lists eight benefits that be feels the activity
program , especially the Interest clubs, have brought to the school
t
1. developed a closer relationship between the school
the hone}
2. furnished exploratory courses for vocational trials}
3. been a seans of articulation between elementary end
junior high schools}
h* allowed far individual differences}
5. discovered and furthered abilities not brought out in
regular classroon work}
6. trained in activities not available in regular classworkj
7. increased Interest in regular classwork}
6. developed better nnoeretsnding between tsecher and pupil*
Evaluation of Program
Every endeavor wast periodically be evaluated to dstenn.no whether
it is approaching its goals. It nay be found to be advancing in good
order or it nay be wandering. But progress can be determined only if
an evaluation is ends. Evaluations have bent and are being nads in
the area of the activity program. However, it is sormtines extremely
difficult to Judge properly how successful a progren really is.
Success in activities way be stated 1) as a general estimate
of such qualities as sportsmanship, school citizenship, school
morale, etc.; 2) in terns of achievement (often "won, tied, and
lost") in interscholastio competition such as athletics, speech,
publieatione, or exhibits; 3) in the siae of income of or
attendance at such public shows eo athletics, dramatics, and
17
coslc; and h) in site -enbership, such as a school
dub. Bsre again, as with curricula*, success in aohisvlng the
Main vnd of fcitracurr* Lvitiss - cood eitisenship - is
difficult to rate. (1)2, p. 3C4i)
Although student interest is important, an activity
justification for existence. "It is not sufficient that there be a
student 'demand* for a given activity; it must also be demonstrated to
have a positive educational valuo." (20, p. 315 ) This, then, is a
criterion for judging an existing activity*
Care aast be taken to prevent over-emphasis of any phase of the
program. Such over-esphasis is familiar to most school people. In
•cms eases, the school people have encouraged the over esfihesi s.
nevertheless, it is important to remeuber that any pupil enterprise
which is emphasised beyond limits warranted by its educational object-
ives cannot be justified. To do so is to exploit the pupil.* (2, p. 28)
Bus!, feels that some changes are necessary after evaluation to
bring the activity program into proper perspective. "Three trouble-
eoae problems nay be identified i the effect of the extracurriculist
upon the load of the teacher, the load of the pupil, end the load of
the school day." (2U, p. 252) He feels that ths activity program is
overbalancing the whole school program.
stoops and Emery (20, p. 316) give six criteria fcr judging the
success of ths program. McEown (hi, pp. 13-16) lists five areas to
question in evaluating, while Ca»pbell (25, p. 116) feels that the
evaluation wuat include these three areas i 1) Is the administration,
es a natter of established school policy, supporting the program?
2) Are the teacher-sponsors assured proper and adequate time* money,
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And fec1.lltit a? 3) Are the L -sponsors qualified in skill, enthusi-
asm, end tewperamor.'. the sponsorship in such a vay as to
achieve proper educational goals 1
The following list of basis principles might well be used to sun
up an acti-.ity program evaluation. This list was compiled by a group
of graduate students at Henderson State Teachers Ctollege and reported
by Kiddleton*
1. The student ia & citlsen of the school.
2. All admissions and participation requirements should be
democratic*
3* The activities ahoulo provide; for better personal-social
adjustment.
U. The program should be constructive, ^rowing out of the
needs of the pupils and the sits of the school*
5* The activities should be guided by a qualified sponsor
who is an advisor and not a domim tor*
6* The cost to the student feu* participation in any activity
should be kept as lev as possible*
7. Only active school students and school personnel should
be permitted to engage in extracurricular activities*
8* No activity should be launched or discontinued on the
spur of the moment*
9. The principal should have the power of vsto but seldom
use s eh power*
10* The sponsoring of activities should be considered as a
regular part of the teachers* work*
11* The activity should be regularly scheduled and meet on
school time whenever possible*
12* Both the school and the caraBunity should be well informed
about the activity program.
13. iatracurricular activities should not be a step-child of
the school.
Hi. The activities should be correlated with the acadenic
15* Students should be guided in the choice of activities
and the amount of participation*
16* The program should make a vigorous attempt to reach all
students.
17. The program should have carry-over values. (1$, pp. 236-237)
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lBj>liceticri8 for Gul<
What faatuns of tha activity program haw tha boat roeribilitioa
for guldanoat Flrat, the elMunmm teacher le the noet laportant per-
mb in the guidenee piograau ¥he teacher la the claoarooa has may
nam contact* vita the etedeate then the oounaalora eould ever bopa to
have* Any deviee that la educationally sound and will enable tha
to gat oloear to tha students la a <fevieo that half* tfea etudent to a
better edjoetaeut* the activity prograei la auch a device, through
activiidae that atrika a responsive chord in the interests of pui-ila,
tha teacher la able to ooso into contact vith wore students In a aora
lntiamte soy. Tha guddenoe pregra* la furthered by this neons.
Oaa of tha aoat usoful of too aeUviti*e in o progre* oould be tha
baas roen. it o*» tine, tha ham raon was oonaidcred tlie prion eouroe
af pupil gulcanee* (U$ p. 326 ) Guidance uaa unca thought of aa tha
for tha sens roos'a eocistenoe*
It should bo a plane whore pupils acd taaohara grow to
aad undcratand oaa another* Pupil guidenoe ahould taka plaoa
ttitfcln an atacophere of Infnaomllty and frlendlineee. In fact,
guidanoa la tho chief function of tha hoaa roes* Slnaa student
and teacher ©ceo together regularly ban end have no apaolal
"subject" to which thay nut devote their tim, opporUnltifce
for guidanoa In tho ha* roon are cxoontioaelly food* (13, p« 16?)
Arbackla haa ohermcterlsed tha hone rocs, tins as having an idaal
toaahlas, altaation. "It ahould probably ba tha aloaaat tiling to a
Jp»*^^JF ^^^^ReVO^fjF SWwOAWI WW M %e>ew aU«oWJi MRWHi *<-"V*p| •*** *»V OW»iAU t^V
tho aort of olaoaraon aitoatian that wight bo hold up aa aa idaal to
bo achieved in othor classes." (lf p. 363) There can ba no doubt that
tho hoaa so**, when psoperly used, haa autotaading poaaibUitiaa aa a
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guidance device. Ob the c mA$ a home room program Improperly
operated loses ita value from a guidance standpoint,
I Laaercom seldom fulfilled the role assigned to it in the
guidance program* Few administrators and teachers really under-
stood its functions* So provision was node for it in the load of
the teacher. Staff members were placed in charge of this unit
who had no i. in -ildance, It le cr nothing was done
to make up this deficiency through in-service training. It is
not surprising tli&t the hooeroaa failed to retain it3 place &a a
center for guidance when it became apparent that pupils were not
receiving essential services. (ii, pp. 325-329)
When these shortcomings in training, understanding, and adminis-
tration caused a loss of effectiveness in the heme room program, ranch
of the enthusiast! for the program disappeared. "The homeroom prograoi
of guidance has boon in existence for as long as guidance programs
have been recognised. Their original purpose • *a homo away from
homo 1 - wee lost in so many schools, in favor of short-period adminis-
trative routines, that they have fallen into disfavor among many
counselors and teachers." (9, p. 316) Van Delen pointed out what the
homo room has become in many schools.
During this time you will have various administrative de-
tails to handle* checking attendance; investigating absences;
making school or class announcements; selling Acketsj collect-
ing milk money or other assessments; obtaining inform; rom
children and from their parental promoting approved charltiee
(such as the Community Chest) and the Rod Cross drive; issuing
report cards, notices to parents, and school newspapers. (21, p. 331)
Nosy thingo such as have boon mentioned above arm a
part of the home room program but cere must be taken to prevent such
an emphasis being the main one. To avoid such improperly placed
emphasis on that phase of the homo room program, certain objectives
should be considered and agreed upon whenever possible. Such a set
has been dram up by Cupp (27, p. US&) Another good lift follows
Some of the objectives of the home-room guldenos program eret
1) to develop e healthy echool epirlt which will reduce the "loot"
feeling that confronts meet of the new students and will enable
all students to beeose acquainted with the various functions and
activities of the school and with the students and teachers)
2) to develop desirable civic, ethical, and social attitudes, and
provide opportunities for participation In school situations
through assumption of responsibilities and the development of
group loyalties; 3) to encourage and develop worthy and intelli-
gent leadership in school activities and to develop tomorrow's
comaunity leaders j u) to provide occupational information and
to help students appreciate the vocational significance and
values of group working relations through school activities}
5) to develop a good attitude or relationship between student
and teacher) and 6) to handle routine echool business efficient-
ly, such as reading announcements, giving publicity to worthy
programs and campaigns, distributing materials, selling tickets,
and waking provision for numerous other similar routine
activities. (35, pp. U3-kh)
CHANGES IN SETTING
Mo activity program of any sort should be undertaken in a echool
situation without considering the conditions prevailing in the communitj
and the echool. The environmental backgrounds of the families and
students involved must be considered. Also, the attitudes and opinions
of the community, the teacher, and the students need to be considered.
In a comparison of the two programs, the changes in both the
and echool are reviewed.
Changes in Community
In Table I, the size of the city and school enrollment are
pared. Mote that while the city has increased rather slowly in total
population, the school enrollment has increased much more rapidly*
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This reflects both an increase in school age population and a longer
stay in school.
TABLE I
COKPARISOH OF COlfltOBTTT SERVED BT
LIBERTY JOTIOR HIGH SCHOOL, 1929 AND 1963
Item Compared 1929 1963 Percent of
chasms
Sise of city 29,000 39,000 3h.5
Enrollment in city schools 6,399 9,b97 • U8.U
Elementary enrollment 3,875 5,308 37»0
Junior high enrollasnt 1,388 1,857 33*8
Senior high enrollasnt 928 1,360 • h6.6
Junior college enrollasnt 208 972 +367*3
Changes in School
Whereas the city and the school system have both gained considerably
in population from 1929 to 1963, the school enrollment of liberty Junior
High School has become considerably less* This was not true up to 1957*
Until 1957, the city system maintained two junior high schools and the
enrollment of Liberty rose to over 800 in 1956. When a third junior
high school building was opened in 1957, the enrollment of Liberty
dropped as the district served by Liberty Junior High School was de-
creased in area. Table XI gives some comparative figures on the site of
enrollment and staff. The figures reflect changes in population and
is in the sise of the district served by the school.
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TABLE II
OOMPABISO* OF LIBERTY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, 1929 AND 1963
Itea Ccwpared 1929 1963 Percent of
Change
Fnrollsent of school 611 m - 27.2
Begn 299 5-23 • 22.1
Seventh grade 107 75 -29.9
Elght>h grade 90 76 -15.6
Until grade 102 62 - 19.6
Girls 312 212 -32.5
Seventh grade o> 77 - 10.6
Eighth grade 123 61 -5o.h
Hinth grade IQli 71* • 28.8
Classrooae* 2L 22 - U.2
Teachers 23 26 16.0
Man 7 16 128.6
16 10 • 62.5
oClassroons Includes ell shops, laboratories, hone living roona,
library, end gyanasiua.
In his original study, Jarrott compiled figures es to occupations
of the parents of the students of Liberty Junior lUgh School. Table III
shows the ooaparison as to occupations. For a clearer understanding,
two categories have been broken down into saallsr groups. This was not
done in the original study. These two categories were Hansel and Mech-
anical Industry and Trade*
The table shows large increases in the Clerical, Trade, Professions,
and Public Service categories; large decreases in the Agriculture, Ser-
vice, Mining, and Transportation categorleej and little flhsnts in the
Manuel end Mechanical Industry category. These changes reflect soaewhat
national trends. Figures ooapartog 1950 and I960 (1*9, pp. 20, 210 show
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Agriculture decreased 1)1*9 percent, Mining decreased 22*2 percent, while
Clerical increased 33.8 percent, Trade increased 21*3 percent, Pro-
fessions increased 17.0 percent, and Government increased 1*1.7 percent*
Local trends did vary In these categories but only la degree* Cate-
gories showing a marked difference from national trends were Service
which nationally showed an increase of 26*7 percent, Manufacturing
which increased 11*9 percent, and Transportation which showed no in-
crease or decrease* Variation from national trends could be the re-
sult of regional differences, changes in the district served by the
school, changing econoadc conditions, difference in years covered by
the surveys, and/or changing classification of occupations*
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONS Of PARENTS OF STUBNBTS
OF LIBERTY. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN PERCEHTS, 1929 AND 1963
'.'i"'-i ,' " , "
'"'
' ' W—| 1-'-.! '. ' <• "•><' .'!"". .1' I I. I. . M,. . , l„i..„
Occupation 1929* 1963«* Change
Agriculture 7*1$ 0*9 - 87.8
Clsrioal 2.1 U.5 1Uu3
Domestic and Personal Service lei 3*1 - 61*8
Manual and Mechanical Industry 23 *U 21.8 - 6*8
Skilled Labor
Unskilled Labor
feting i«3 0.0 -100.0
Trade 33.9 19.2 • 1*5.1
Manager
Sales
-7U.3
Professione 5.6 10.6 89*3
Public Service 3.1 7.2 *132*3
Unemployed or Unknown
•Figures from Jarrott (53)
on information given by students, April 1963
Tel
1st
.
.— 17.3
«w U.5
1.
L
-~— 20.7
— 10.3
am 18.2
10*5 2.7
3.9 0.0
TOo I5TO
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Table 17 lists the progress of studies of Liberty Junior High School
in the two years under consideration. This comparison shows a change In
titles ae veil as eome changes in esapheais* An analysis of the ninth
grade program of studies in 1929 reveals the beginning of the three
track type of program* This is no longer in evidence* Such special-
isation has been reserved for the senior high school*
CHAUQES HI PB008AM
Original Program
The program described by Jarrott involved the addition of a group
of interest dubs to an existing activity program* Hunt and Fierce (6)
have mentioned five broad categories to be oared for by an activity
program* Those mentioned were assemblies* home room* library* special*
interest clubs* and civic organisations* The original program did la*
elude assemblies for student programs, movies* pep rallies, and special
Instructions. The home room wae used for administrative details for
the most part* although asscwfcly programs by home room groups were men-
tioned by Jarrott* Ho mention was mads of any activities involving
the library* Civic organisations wire represented by such service
groups as the Girl Reserves, Girls' Athletic Association, Hl-T, end
Inner Circle* No mention was made of any student government body*
Special-interest clubs were the main additions raade to the pro-
gram and these were listed and described in detail by Jarrott. Hs
called them hobby clubs and each person in the student body was re-
quired to select one club and participate in the activities of the
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TABUS XT
COMPARISON 07 PROGRAM OF STUDIES
OF HBKRJY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, 1929 AND 1963
Seventh Grade WS>* *"*• ^** ^M^^W
1929 1963 1929 1963
Required j Required: Required: Required:
English Unified Studies Ingliah English
Social Science Mathematics Social Science Aasrioan History
Matheaatics Science Matheaatics Matheaatics
Occupations Hone Living or Mechanical Drawing Seienoe
Physical Training ; Industrial Arts Physical Training Home living or
Manual Training Art Manual Training Industrial Arts
or Doasstle Art Physical Education or Domsstic Art Art
Physical Education
Sleet one i Elect one: Elect one:
Elect oast
Drawing fend Drawing
Chorus Chorus Chorus Band
Orchestra Orchestra Orchestra Chorus
Orchestra
ninth Grade
19631929
College Course Qojwh 1 1 1 1 ill Course General Course Required:
Required! Required
i
Required: Ingliah
Civics
English English English Physical Education
Algebra Social Science Social Science Algebra or
Social Science Caw. Arithmetic Physical Training General Math
Physical Training Com. Penmanship
latin Physioel Training Elect two or
three:
Most elect two:
Elect onei Elect one
i
Science
Algebra Home Living or
Glee Club Glee Club Cobb. Arithmetic Industrial Arts
Orchestra Orchestra Cos*. Penmanahip German, French,
Latin or Latin
Science
Manual Training May elect ones
Dsasstic Art
Glee Club Art
Orchestra
Chorus
Orchestra
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club. Us liatsd too following!
1. Aeroplane Club
2. Archery Club
3. Masketry Clnb
U. Book fleport Club
5. Boys' Athletic Club
6. Camp Cooking Club
7. DtwAson ?sper Club
8. Dramatic Club
9. Folk Lance Club
10, Gift Club
11, Harmonica Club
12, Kodak Club
13 • Junior Lsquer Club
111. Ssnior Lsquer Club
15. ethology Club
16* Newspaper Clnb
XT* Scrap Book Club
IS. Sewing Club
19. Stamp Club
20. Thrift Club
21. Toy Making Club
22. Travel Club (5>3, p* Uti)
Present Program
By way of comparison, the activity program of 1963 contains scat
of the earlier program but has a large number of changes.
The majority of the groups have formal meetings during the school
day during a 35 minute activity period in the middle of the morning*
Many activity groups cannot accomplish all that they wish during this
activity perioc, however, and any other time needed is taken from the
students' out-of-cl&ss time, host of this is after school but some is
before school or on week-ends. All activities have adult sponsors from
among the teaching staff. Efforts are made to put the students in con-
trol of planning and leading the activities of the group with the
teacher-sponsor as en advisor*
Aaserably* A port of the present ;vrefram that is thought to b« im-
portant ia the school assembly* Regular assemblies rceet every other
Friday during the activity period. The assemblies ere planned by a
enardttee of teachers* A variety of programs ia planned for the pur-
pose* of education and entertainment. Although teacher planned,
efforts are made to allow for much student partidpation in the issn
bly. Method* used to involve students, aside from the programs them-
selves, Include being chairman of the meeting, giving devotions, leadV
lng the flag salute, and giving the call to colors* More important
titan these, however, is the actual participation in the pro^rans*
Candidates for Student Council president present their views in an
all-school assembly. Girls* physical education olaeses give demon-
strations. Programs ere given during the year by the Band, Orchestra,
and singing groups of the school* Student talent programs ore favor-
ites with the audience. One-act plays are presented by the English
classes. Assembly programs are exchanged by the three junior high
schools of the city. In eddition to these programs Riven mainly by
the students, outside speakers are brought in for ovtch occasions as
Aaericfai *ducatton Week, Thanksgiving, end Easter*
noil* This government body oonaiats of a president
and vice-i- .resident elected by the student body from among the ninth
grade students, and one representative elected fron each home room
in the school. In 1963, the Student Council haa eighteen Members*
The Student Council has its regular meetings on ths first and third
itondays of each month during the activity period* Special meetings
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called by the principal. The Council baa no actual
authority in the making of school policy* There are areas of student
behavior and endeavor where the council might make recommendations to
the principal and staff. The wain purpoae of the Council is to rally
student support behind the program of the school. The Council is not
prlsarily a money-entfeing organization but it does contribute to the
activity budget by conducting candy sales ct ball gemee, selling book
covers, serine student director ies, and sponsoring a Friday noon
daice program*
Safety Council* This group meets the second and fourth Thursdays
of the aonth during the activity period* It is an outgrowth of the
Hutchinson Safety council and the leasee Teen Age Traffic Safety
Council* during the year, the Council vorks to promote safety in the
school building and on the grounds* The program is aimed at pedestrians,
bicycle riders, and motorists* Sons emphasis is placed upon safely
practices in the halls, gymnasium, shops, and play areas* Although
little is done in this area, students arc cautioned concemlrjg unsafe
home conditions. The Council sponsors such things as bicycle safety
checks, safety essay and poster contests, fire prevention speech and
poster contests, and cooperates in city-wide safety promotions* Mem-
bers of the Council attend state and local conferences on safety* The
group consisted of nine members in 1%3. ?his included one representa-
tive from each ninth grade home room, one representative from each of
the seventh and eifjhth grades, and the president of the Student Council*
The members are chosen by the sponsor and the principal from among
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those expressing an interest in the activity.
Pep Club . Every girl in the school is eligible for membership in
the Pep Club. Curing the 1962-63 school year only twenty-three of the
212 girls in the school did not join. The requirements ares 1) to pay
a registration fee of twenty-five cents, 2) to wear a white blouse
and blue skirt on the day of all ball genes in which the student's grade
la involved, and 3) to attend all hone ball gases unless excused for
good reason. The club meets several tines a year to bear explanations
of football, basketball, and track rules and to set up the Machinery
of the club. It meets during the activity period, although attendance
at genes is partly on the students' free tine and partly on school tine.
Photography Club. The nearest thing to a hobby club in the activ-
ity program would be the Photography Club. Membership is limited to
ninth graders. Interest in photography Is the only other requirement.
This group meets mmry other Monday during the activity period. Much
of the activity of this group is during the activities of other groups*
Film records of all the other activities of the school are made.
Emphasis is placed upon taking good pictures, then developing and
printing then. Although all pictures taken by the club members are
not developed and printed by them, this is taught by ths sponsor, who
Is a very skilled photographer. The pictures taken and printed are
put on sale to students at a cost which pays for the film and printing.
Each year, this club leaves with the school a pictorial record, in the
form of a scrap book, of the events of the school year. In 1963, the
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club membership numbered four girls end eight boys.
Intramnrals . This pert of the program attempts to bring all stu-
dents of the school into dose association with ths physical activity1
aspects of education* It festers competition on a friendly basis,
helps promote cooperation within a group, parotides needed physical
activity, and gives enjoyment to nmny. Intramural activities are on
a home room basis. Competition is scheduled between home rooms la
various sports. Some contests are outdoor activities and where played
outside, they are scheduled after school hours. Inside competition is
scheduled after school, also. The main emphasis In ths intreaurals is
sn participation by girls sines the boys have opportunities to partici-
pate la ths sports program. All boys in a horns room are required to
take part in an intramural game unless physical conditions prohibit.
All girls are not required to participate although it is encouraged
and most do so. Intramural contests are held for girls in Softball,
kickbell, volleyball, basketball, deck tennis, and table tennis.
Competition for boys is limited to basketball and table tsnnis,
Oirls > Leaders Club. The mala purpose of this organisation is
to help in conducting the intramural program for girls. The club
members study rules of various gsmss to be played and serve as
officials for ths girls intramural program. In addition, the club
furnishes workers for the Friday noon dances and ushers for all-school
programs given for patrons of the school. Membership is by approval
of the sponsor from among thoss Interested. The membership in 1963
consisted of twenty-two ninth grade girls and four eighth grade girls*
leaders Club , The boys of this club serve in the awe
capacity for the boys intramural program as the Girls' Leaders Club
does for the girls intramural program They are called upon to offici-
ate, tine, and score all athletic events of an intramural nature among
the boys* Membership is by sponsor approval from anong those interested*
light ninth grade boys, thirteen eighth grade boys* and three seventh
grade boys brought the total nenberchlp to twenty-four during the 1962-
63 school year.
Liberty Belles. It is Impossible in the scheduling for a student
to take Band or Orchestra and also be in a vocal music class* There
are a number of girls who are in Band or Orchestra and who like to sing.
It was for then that the liberty Belles was formed. It meets during
the activity period once every other week. The membership is limited
to girls who are not in vocal music classes. The Belles perform for
the student body in assemblies and take part in special musical pro-
grams* The main emphasis* however* is on singing for enjoyment. The
group included seventeen ninth grade girls, eighteen eighth grade girls*
and thirteen seventh grade girls during the 1962-63 school year*
Ballard Buddies. A similar situation exists in regard to beys in
Band or Orchestra. The Buddies was forned for the purpose of allowing
those not in vocal nusic classes to enjoy the pleasures of group sing-
ing* if they so desired. This group also performs for students and
parents on occasion but ones again the main emphasis is on the enjoyment
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of singing. Mastership is open to any boy who la not In | vocal nusio
class, subject to the approval of the sponsor. Nine ninth grade boys,
eleven eighth grade boys, and one seventh grade boys aade up this
group in 1963.
Girls * Chorus . Membership in this group is voluntary but with
Wo restrictions t 1) the girl Bust be in a vocal music class, and 2)
the approval of the sponsor. The sponsor is the vocal music teacher
and her approval consists of a tryont. This croup neets both during
activity period and after school. The imsic being worked on by the
chorus is usually mads a part of the regular vocal class instruction,
since all members of the chorus are in vocal seisic classes. The chorus
gives performances in assembly, at P. T. A. eastings, and in special
school and city music programs and festivals. The chorus also enters
music competition on the district level. Membership in 1963 consisted
of twenty-eight ninth grade girls, twenty-five eighth grade girls, end
eight seventh grade girls*
i* Chorus . The same requirements apply to Boys' Chorus as to
Girls' Chorus. The boy must express a desire, be in vocal music class,
end have the approval of the sponsor. This chorus also performs for
assemblies, all-school and city-wide festivals, and music contests.
Ten ninth grade boys, twenty-three eighth grade boys, and eighteen
seventh grade boys sang in the chorus in 1963*
Girls ' Ensembles . Especially picked from the Girls' Chorus be-
cause of their ability are two ensembles - one for eighth grade girls
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ssd one for ninth grade girl** This roughly correspond* to the vanity
basketball team for the boye as far as ability ie concerned. There it
a difference in that if the available material in a given year is not
considered quite up to per, an ensemble may not be organised* These
groups rehearse mostly on school time and perfone for programs in the
school and community* They enter music competition in district music
festivals*
Cheerleaders * Each of the three grades in the school has its
group of cheerleaders. The responsibilities of the cheerleaders are
centered around leading the Btp Club and other students in organised
cheering for the athletic teams* Since each grade has separate teems,
each group of six cheerleaders leads cheers only when their grade is
competing. Any girl in the school is sligibls to try out for cheer-
leader • The cheerleaders are chosen by the student body* A cheer-
leader may be prevented from serving or disqualified and replaced if
the academic or eitiasnehip grades fall below the standards set up by
the Pep Club in its constitution*
Athletic Teams *. The school maintains teams for interscholastie
competition in football* basketball* and track* The rules governing
eligibility, participation* number of games and neets, and types of
competition have been determined by the Kansas Stats High School
Activities Association* Liberty Junior {Ugh School is a member of the
Association and operates its athletic progrsm in accordance with the
Association rulings for junior high schools*
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In football, the school maintains separate team and schedules
for each grade - seventh, eighth, and ninth* The seventh grade
plays only in intra-city competition while the eighth and ninth
teams play both intra-city and inter-city opponents* Any boy who has
had an examination by a doctor judging hi* physically fit, may try out
for football* No one is out from the squad who will continue in practice
sessions* A boy may be cut for disciplinary reasons* For continuing
through the season, a boy will receive a participation certificate*
Ninth graders who meet certain standards as far as playing in games
or contributing to the team may also receive an athletic letter*
Basketball presents problems as far as participation because of
lack of space* The squads are cut to approximately twenty boys from
each grade* There are four teams with the ninth grade having an *A*
and "B" squad* All three grades play in inter-city competition in
basketball as well as intra-city competition* Participation awards
are given to each boy who continues with the squad for the entire
season with the ninth graders able to receive letters for meeting
certain standards of participation in "A* squad games*
Track season allows any boy to participate and no one is cut from
the squads* Seventh graders compete in tliree meets, all within the
city, while the eighth and ninth grade squads compete against out-of-
city teams* Participation certificates are again given with the
possibility of ninth graders earning letters*
Approximately $0 seventh grade boys, U0 eighth grade boys, and
hO ninth grade boys took part in the athletic program during the
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school year, 1962-C. The athletic ;>rogr«u It fi»n«d as a part of a
aysten-wide program. Season tickets are available to all patrons, in*
ducUng students, A three dollar season ticket enables a atmdent to
attend all regularly scheduled football and basketball gauss and track
meets in nhich any of the three Junior high schools, the senior high
school, or the junior college is competing.
Bone Room Guidance , An attempt has been made in Liberty in re-
cent years to reactivate the home room as a group guidance device.
The plan was started in 1958, The initial planning was begun in 1957
by a committee of twelve members composed of the director of guidance
services, two junior high school counselors, and nine home room teach-
ers from the three Junior high buildings* This group continued to
work and meet bi-monthly for nearly two years and by September of 1960
had completed a group guidance manual, containing materials for forty-
eight units of a group guidance nature.
These units were divided into four major divisions! 1) units
about the school, 2) units about pereonal relationships, 3) units
about personality, and h) units about vocations. The guide also has
a list of films and fllmstrips available within the school system that
might be used with certain unite. Which films or fllmstrips might bs
helpful with each unit are listed in the unit. Bibliographies of
available and helpful books and pamphlets are also Included in the
One day a week, the activity period has been reserved for what is
called "hceie room discussion." During the thirty-five minute period
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on Wednesdays no other activities are scheduled. Teachers and students
work together to prepare a unit from the manual or other Materials as
decided upon by the group. Panel discussions, playlets, reports, demon-
strations, filmstrips, and films have been used at tines to good ad-van*
tags. The emphasis has been on student planning and participation just
as has been the goal in all other parte of the activity program* In
addition to the Wedneeday discussion periods, a number of activity
periods are used during the first week of school es orientation periods*
Soring these first few periods - usually four or five - the rules and
regulations ofthe school are reviewed, the possible activities of the
year ere discussed, end the general routines of the school are stressed*
This is climaxed by an orientation assembly at the end of the first
week of school*
In addition to the group guidance annual that is in the hands of
all hone roon teachers, each hone room also has a copy of the book
Building Your Life * (11) This resource book has been used to supple-
sal or even sqpplant the units in the group guidance manual* also
available to an/ teacher or group desiring this type of materiel are
three sots of master carbons of group guidance "lessons" with dis-
cussion questions* These may be duplicated by the spirit process and
a copy put into the hands of each student in the hone room* These
sets are available from the Continental Press and there is a set for
each grade level - seven, eight, and nine. Other materials available
to the home room include vail charts, study habits booklets, personal
adjustment booklets, and vocations! information*
weveral groups might be aentiaued* Instrumental
groupa have been farmed from the band but their function la tied ao
closely to the band program &a to xsxsa then beyond the realm of the
activity jarogrra* Hall proctors and library helpers are not organised
groupa and function only during the school day at tinea other than
during the activity pried* The newspaper la a teaching experience
carried on In connection vith the ninth grade English daaaea and the
staff has no permanent organization, changing from month to month and
from class to class*
Classifying the activities of the present program according to
the categories mentioned by Hunt and Pierce (6) shoved that most of
the categories mere represented* Assemblies were an important part
of the program* The home room baa been utilised for administrative
details* for orientation, for group guidance* and for cooperative
activities* The library has not been utilised up to its potential
although it has had some place in distributing occupational informa-
tion and group guidance materials. The apedel-intereat clube have
not bean called clube in many instances, but the music organisations
and athletic activities nave served this purpose* The Student Council*
Safety Council* ^oya' Loaders Club, and Girls 1 Leadera Club would be
examples of civic associations*
SQmXBX AND COHCLBSIOMB
Summary
In comparing the activity program in Liberty Junior High School
3?
over a 31 year span of tia&, four questions were asked and answers
sought* These question* concerned the changes in the opinions of writ-
ers on the subject, the changes in the ccnmunity, the changes in the
school, and the changes in the progran itself*
Sons changes were found in opinions by a review of literature* Ho
drastic changes were in evidence, however* Msny of the problems con-
cerning activities that were present in 1929 were still being discussed
in the sixties* Still unsolved but still discussed are problems con*
ceroing participation • requiring, limiting, and/or encouraging par-
ticipation* Financing and cost to individuals still must be considered*
The amount of tins spent and when brings up problems of scheduling and
sponsorship* Over smpnsrlpi and exploitation have been the concern of
many in attempting to determine the value of a progran*
The typo of coaiunity and school served by the program has always
been of concern* Pupil interest and need continue to be basic factors*
Financing problems of the past have been eased somewhat by an accept-
ance by more school people and lay people alike of the importance and
educational possibilities of activity programs*
Changes in the program have been brought about by changes in atti-
tude of all concerned, changes in economic conditions, and evaluation
of existing programs. Just as changes in curricular offerings have
come since 192?, so have extracurricular offerings changed* Those
changes can be said to have been for the good only if they are in
with a sst of principles such as these
i
1* Whenever possible a definite time allotment in the regular
program should be provided* A definite tine allotment will result
to
la ft maoh tetter spirit of cooperation on the part of the pupil*
and many will participate who otherwise would not*
2* Each organisation should be sponsored by s member or ft
costalttee from the faculty who shall be appointed by the principal.
3* All nestings of the organisation shall be attended by one
or more sponsors.
la. Pupils desiring to form an organisation should secure the
approval of the principal*
3>* The school policy should guarantee absolute democracy as
to the admission and requirements of all organisations*
6* Membership should be determined by the work and the pur-
poses of the organisation in accordance with the rules drafted by
the members and approved by the principal*
7* Pupils severing their connection with the school should
cease to be members of the organization.
8. All meetings should be held in the school building unless
permission is given by the principal to meet elsewhere*
9» Rules governing the eligibility for office holding in the
organisation should be in accordance with the school's policy*
10, The school should limit the number of organisations to
which a pupil may belong, keeping in mind the proper balance be-
tween the curricular and the extra-curricular activities.
11* All money handled by the organisation should be properly
checked either by the sponsor making reports to the principal or
by a centralised auditing and accounting committee.
12. The school should provide for s student government organi-
sation to which should be delegated as much responsibility, with a
corresponding amount of authority* as it is capable of caring for*
13* The school should provide class organisations and honor
associations} all other organisations should be the outgrowth of
the pupils' initiative. (23* pp. 6-8)
Conclusions
In light of the comparison, what changes might still be possible
in the program at Liberty to improve it and to help it farther the
objectives of education?
First, it should be stated that the program at present would be
classed as adequate. It has been based to a considerable extent upon
student Interest and needs* It has been correlated fairly well with
curricular offerings. It has been accepted by the students, staff, and
14
patrons of the school. It lias provided for adequate participation at a
fairly low coat to the students.
Second, no attest* should be made to drastically revise or curtail
the program until an adequate evaluation has been undertaken. Evaluation
should be a continuous process. Portions of the program that seen to
be unsuccessful should be examined to determine what might be the oauss
or causes of its lack of success. Is it pupil interest, sponsorship,
expense, or some ether eaussT Evaluation should preoede any change
and no change should come hastily*
Third, attempts should be sade to include the total cost of the
program in the regular school budget. This is justified if the program
is bsing used to further the total educational development of the stu-
dents. If some activity is revealed by evaluation to have slight educa-
tional value, the activity should be revised or deleted from the program.
No activity which lacks a definite educational aim or serves no educational
purpose is entitled to public support frost tax sources.
Fourth, attempts should be sade to eliminate from the program the
possibility of exploitation and over-emphasis. If it seems that those
responsible cannot or will not limit their efforts at exploitation,
much thought should be given to the complete elimination of the activity.
The public schools are filled with possibilities for over-emphasis and
exploitation, but the answer is not to close the schools to prevent the
exploitation. The answer is found in establishing a policy of limits*
tion and enforcing it.
Finally, changes will continue to occur and with smaslng rapidity.
1*2
changes will cone in the cossamity and in the school* The
activity program must continue to change and nove ahead in step vith
the changing nature of the coasaunity and the school* so long as these
change*- are in harnony with the accepted objectives of secondary educa-
tion in our democratic society*
13
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1963
ijctracurricular activities have become an accepted port of Afri-
can education. Beginning ae early ae 16U, the concept of extracurric-
ular activities has progressed through periods of suppression, toleration,
capitalisation, and exploitation*
In 1929, John W. Jarrott, the principal of Liberty Junior High
School, Hutchinson, Kansas, wrote of an organised activity pragma in
that school. The writer is at present associated with the activity
program of that sans school. A comparison of the two programs centered
about answers to these questions i
1* Have the viewpoints in literature changed?
2. Has the community changed?
3* Has the school changed?
U» Has the program changed?
Answers to these questions were sought in the following wayat
1* A review of recent literature on the subject of extracurricular
activitiee.
2* A comparison of recent opinions with sons statements found by
Jarrctt la 1929*
3* A comparison of the school and cormunity in 1929 and 1963*
h. A comparison of the descriptions of the programs la 1929 and
1963.
A review of literature showed that as the activity program became
more accepted, the term "extracurricular" changed, or, at least the
meaning and significance attached to it changed to show that the acti-
vities were not "extra" but an integral part of the school program*
2The purposes of an activity program • to further the objectives of edu-
cation in a democracy throu^ meenSiigful activities - were found to have
raRained constant through the years*
Special problems net involved participation, expense, tine, and
sponsorship* Participation needed to be encouraged, hut Halted, The
progran should be kept low in cost, with Inclusion In the school budget
as a regular part of the curricultm as a goal. Host activities have
been scheduled during school tine and hove teacher-sponsors*
A continuous program of evaluation has been stressed to determine
if progress is being made In view of chosen objectives* The home room
program seemed to lend itself well to group guidance*
A comparison was made of the cormunity and school population fig-
ures for the two years, 1929 and 1963* Also oonpared for these years
were the occupations of parents of studente of the school. National
occupational trends were also cited* A comparison was made of the pro-
gram of studies for the two years, 1929 and 1963.
The original program was compared with the present one, which was
described in detail. Both programs were evaluated in the five categories
suggested by Runt and Pierce: 1) assemblies, 2) home room, 3) library*
h) special-interest clubs, and JO civic organisations* The original
program seemed to be lacking in meaningful activities in the areas of
the horns room, library, and student government* The present program
has still developed few library activities*
The following conclusions were drawn;
1, The present program appears to be adequate.
32. No attempts should be node to drastically revise or curtail the
without adequate evaluation.
3. Atteapta ahould be nade to include the total coat of the prograa
in the regular school budget*
h, ntaaptc ehould be rtade to eliminate froa the prograa the possi-
bility of exploitation and croar-eaphasis.
. The activity prograa should continue to change and move ahead
in step vith the clanging nature of the coaounity and the school* so
long ae these changes are in harnony with the accepted objectives of
secondary education in our democratic society*
